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The important starting point on Six Dynasties researches is character and foundation of 
the regime and its relationship with southern china’s society. Researchers always pay 
attention to ‘power clans’ because of their political and social roles. So far, lots of 
achievements reveal three basic threads which are structure and function of state power, 
development and transition of families, rise and fall of local power. Their inclination 
compromises the merits of state power and local thread of power families. Based on previous 
researches, this dissertation intends to discuss local origin of power clans and their 
relationship with state power. By the investigation, we have some viewpoints: 
Firstly, Complex geographic environments at Kuai-Ji（会稽）region give bith to local 
power clans who have diverse living styles and make a social power in local places. The 
surrounding residence of them not only foundation of their growth, but also beginning of 
economic contact.In other words, power clans directly make rural activities surrounding their 
spaces that be controlled, then expanding in a larger scale. 
Secondly, distributed at different places, they have different types, hierarchies and 
influences. This differences reflect different local economic development and state 
controlling force. In short, we find that Wu Prefecture Si-xing（四姓）and Kuai-Ji great clans 
inhabit plain which is developed rapidly, however, local tyrant inhabit hill areas which is 
untapped. Much settlements cluster together in plain reflecting stronger political control. The 
hill areas are hard and limit representing weak state control. 
Thirdly, powerful families usually make a personal arms for agriculture management. 
Simultaneously, local military system is strengthen, but it has no achievement. However, it is 
the powerful clans that dominate local military system. What’s more, power clans are not out 
of the picture during the local administrative system. Otherwise, they take advantage of 
xiang-li（乡里）to get into the administrative system in order to keep their local power. They 















expanding power.Power clans whose authority does not come from court are rooted in 
xiang-li. The power comes from hold of living sources and resources development. 
Meanwhile, arms make authority. 
Fourthly, generally speaking, Qiao-jun great clans break away old hometown, lose their 
xiang-li identity. They settle in Kuai-ji region in addition to Jian-kang. Administrative reform 
which is named as residence determination（tuduan，土断）bring them onto the official white 
registers, so that they could have a new identity. This is a start that Qiao-jun great clans come 
to southernization and nativalization. During this process, city become their power center. 
Jun-xian（郡县）provide a stage when native power clans make contact with Qiao-jun great 
clans. It is a key point that Six politics take effect. Of course, xiang-li（village）and city 
superficially are two opposite places, but they are in essence a effort about native and foreign 
clans.  
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